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About This Game

Runers is a top-down rogue-like dungeon shooter where you explore a vast underground labyrinth and face fierce monsters and
bosses. As the game advances further into the dungeon, you will gather Runes, which will be used to combine into 285 unique

spells. Discovering new spells will unlock their entries in your Runedex; unlock them all! But be careful – if you die, your
playthrough is finished.

We wanted to make a game that had a lot of replayability, customization, and discovery. Almost every design choice we made
focused on furthering those three goals. We want the player to be able to choose the playing style that suits them: long range
sniper, mid range run and gun, or an up close brawler. There are many features to facilitate this level of customization. When

you earn enough experience you will level up and be able to choose from 4 random traits to make you even stronger.

Each floor is procedurally generated, so the enemies, rooms, event rooms, and bosses you face are all randomly chosen, making
every playthrough different. You will not encounter everything in the game in one playthrough, or even five: there is always

something new to encounter.
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Each floor and room is completely randomized – each run will be a different experience

Choose from 20 Races and 20 Classes to customize your runs

Runes have unique stats that modify the spells you create with them

Choose from 285 different spells to build your own unique spell loadouts

Upgrade your spells to make them even stronger

50 different traits to choose from when leveling up

10 procedurally generated floors to explore and fight through

15+ random bosses and 100+ random enemies to fight

Numerous Challenges, Event Rooms, and Achievements to complete

Defeating enemies unlocks entries in your Beastiary

5 difficulties to increase the challenge
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Nice graphics but overall poor gameplay. You have to gun down speedy zombies with wacky ragdoll physics in an effort to take
your friend Jackie the Basketball (think Wilson from Castaway) to Jamestown, VA, where there's apparently a haven from the
zombies. The game is only five levels long and so hard that it's essentially impossible to beat without exploiting the AI There are
serious bugs, one of the worst being that sometimes a zombie will be invisible. You have to run away, then spew bullets behind
you when you hear the zombie or look for it kicking zombie corpses asside as it charges towards you. There's no health indicator
in most levels, and the only HUD is an ammo count about half the size of the font in a teephone book! The best part of the game
is the first level, where you run and jump across the rooftops of a city destroyed by the zombies and the character has a fair bit
of spoken dialogue.Every level except the annoying driving one will end with you standing atop a car or rock as dumb zombies
swarm on the ground, unable to reach you.
Could have had potential, but ridiculously hard and too amateurish to be much fun.. This was close to being a good game, but is
destroyed by the imbalance. It's exceedingly difficult to get started - the rewards for the risk are not worth it. A few simple
changes would fix this - the hero goes to a different dungeon with each attempt, and if he leaves before killing the boss, that
dungeon is over. You should never come back from a successful run in worse shape than you started. Give the player a chance
to rest, recover, and try again on a new dungeon without the constantly advancing difficulty,. ibuy it cuz im a weeb. Yugo
Duelist challenge will not unlock for some reason. Other than that I like the decks that I have access to. Hopefully they fix this
issue soon.. i like the artwork, horseback was pretty cool! No nasea like others have complained about. But im not new to VR,
play around with Google Earth VR for a while and you'll break yourself in. This game is a literal joke, there's only 1 map and no
sound, no time limit and no score limit, fun, but not worth. Game of the year! 5/5, Bud is the best segredega saxophonist..
Original game where you play with words. Surprising story, funny content, eye-catching cartoon graphic and nice music.
Brutally satisfying.

Playtime - Four hours and more

https:\/\/youtu.be\/zmlpbH0x6cI
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paint the town red is a very fun\/funny game with ur friendds and especially with different maps u can get on the workshop.
8\/10. Just made my first fly with this scene. Bought it from -30% sale. It's nice and pretty (i use it with FTX Global, -Vector,
-Open LC Europe and many other addons). Soon fly to Santorini with my good ol' A2A P-40 (Accusim) Warhawk! ;). RTS
classic. Not as good as Back To War, but really good all the same.. While I like the game (to a point), I wouldn't recommend it
to anyone, it suffers from not being able to get anywhere or keep you interested. This comes from lack of being able to sell
anything. Often times you get caught trying to spread a disease and have to pay a hefty fine. Even if you're successful, hardly
any people show up.

I got to the point where I just let it run while I did other things because nothing was happening and I was going nowhere
(breaking even at the end of the day, if that). It ends up with you mostly just waiting for research points, so you can explore the
research tree.

There's no point going beyond 3 levels especially with the limit on workers. You're just repeating rooms and adding stockrooms
because you can't sell anything.

To spread a disease, you have to pay to do that, the more the population, the more the cost. Which you can't afford because no
one is showing up to buy anything in the first place.

I got to 10 workers (half scientists) , the game had already slowed down to a crawl., hardly any people showed up, stockrooms
were all full, was firing workers, eventually got bored and quit the game.

I doubt I'll ever play this game again, it just doesn't have enough to do to keep you interested long enough.

Also it's abandoned as they've moved on to another game, which is probably as dull as this one.. Excellent little horror game. A
clown stalks you and only moves when you look away. I didn't think I would be able to finish it, but I found the gun and shot the
fellow. Look like the hospital level from another VR project 'Virtual Insanity' 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=yIU7QwAqU50. Although the models of the SD70 locomotives have been beautifully
detailed, there are a few downsides of these engines.First,the headlights on all of the engines cast barely any to no light at
all,resulting in not being able to see at night or in tunnels.There is a similar problem from inside the cab,the light in the cab
doesn't work,so good luck to you if you only use the controls from inside the cab while in a tunnel\/at night.The panel with the
speed infront of the engineer's seat has multiple instruments not working, ten instruments have "N\/A" as a response.Last,
though this doesn't have much of an impact towards my thought of the locomotive pack,I've noticed that when it rains, there are
no drops on the windshield.I would only recommend this DLC if I knew that the developer would continue working on it, but
I'm not sure if that person will.. This game is a waste of money. It was not fun or interesting to play. It is very simplistic and not
well executed. I bought this on sale and still feel cheated.
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